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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR

PLATFORM - INDEPENDENT

BIOMETRICALLY VERIFIED SECURE
INFORMATION TRANSFER AND ACCESS

CONTROL

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED

Jul. 11 , 2019
[0006 ] Not surprisingly , these trends have led to an
unprecedented escalation in demand for solutions related to

secure transmission of information between various parties
( e .g ., electronic data transmissions, voice communications,

etc .), and also for solutions related to controlling access to

secured stored content ( e. g ., ranging from personal infor
mation , such as photographs, to content generated and

APPLICATIONS

owned by corporate , government and educational organiza

[0001 ] The present patent application is a continuation - in

10007]. For decades, and continuing to present day , the
primary solution to securing transmission of information
between parties using electronic devices, has been to enable
the sending party to encrypt transmitted information , and , at
the same time, provide the receiving party with the ability to

part of, and claims priority from , the commonly assigned

co - pending U .S . patent application Ser . No. 11/ 430 ,130
entitled “ SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PLATFORM

INDEPENDENT BIOMETRICALLY VERIFIED SECURE

INFORMATION TRANSFER AND ACCESS CONTROL ”
which in turn claims priority from the commonly assigned
co -pending U . S . Provisional Patent Application Ser. No.

60 /792 , 365 , entitled “ SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR
PLATFORM - INDEPENDENT
BIOMETRICALLY
SECURE INFORMATION TRANSFER ” , filed Apr. 14 ,
2006 , and which is also in turn a continuation - in -part of, and
claims priority from , the commonly assigned co - pending
U .S . patent application Ser. No. 11 /332,017 entitled “MUL

TIPLATFORM INDEPENDENT BIOMETRIC IDENTIFI
CATION SYSTEM ” filed Jan . 11, 2006 , which in turn is a

tions ).

decrypt and access the sent information . One popular
approach to securing electronic data , transmission involves
the use of PGP (or “ pretty good privacy ' ) encryption , with
appropriate PGP keys being exchanged between the parties
prior to data transmission , and later used to achieve encryp
tion , and subsequent decryption , oftransmitted data. Similar
security measures have also been the typical approach taken
to secure access to stored content, where the access to

content ( encrypted or otherwise ) is controlled by a pass
word , or other form of access code , provided to the party

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

authorized to gain access thereto .
[0008 ] However, the above solutions have significant
drawbacks . First and most important, is the fact that none of
the previously known encryption techniques enabled the
parties involved in information transfer therebetween , to
authenticate the identity of the party sending the informa

[0002 ] The present invention relates generally to a system

ticate the identity of the recipient, to confirm that the

transfer of information between two or more parties, and

tified party to which it was addressed , rather then by anyone

continuation -in -part of, and claims priority from , the com

monly assigned U .S . Pat. No. 6 , 993 ,659 entitled “ INDE
PENDENT BIOMETRIC IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM ”

filed Apr. 23, 2002 .

and method for biometrically verifying and securing the
more particularly to a system and method for providing

various advantageous , biometrically - enhanced platform - in

dependent features to the process of information transfer

tion , as the source of the transmission , and also to authen

transmitted information was accessed by the specific iden
having access to the receiving party ' s communication device

and /or access code ( e. g., username/password ).
[0009] The same challenge is present in the field of

between two or more parties.

content access control, where anyone can use a stolen , or
otherwise misappropriated , access code ( e .g ., username/

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
[ 0003] In the last decade, the rapidly decreasing cost of

password ) to gain unauthorized access to secured content.

high speed telecommunications, have resulted in a dramatic

porate sectors .

computers , coupled with simultaneous performance gains,
as well as the growing availability of inexpensive access to

jump in the installed base of computers and broadband

telecommunication connections both in consumer and com

mercial areas .

[0004 ] The proliferation of computers and low -cost high

Additionally, the process of exchange , and / or provision, of

PGP key information , is complex and cumbersomea
deterrent to the use of conventional encryption /decryption

technologies for most parties outside government and cor
100101 One attempt to address the above challenges was
the proposed utilization ofbiometric access control systems
by the sending and receiving party to authenticate the
identity of the sending and receiving party. The use of

sonal communication devices ( such as , for example, cellular

biometric technologies has previously gained some accep
tance in the field of content access control. Therefore, the
application of such technologies to the goal of securing data
transmission was a reasonable approach .
[0011 ] Biometrics is a field of technology aimed at utiliz
ing one or more unique personal characteristics of an
individual, ranging, for example, from their fingerprints to

ably eclipsed the above -noted rise in availability of com

authenticate their identity . Biometric technologies are typi

speed telecommunications, also led to an ever - growing

increase in the amount of information exchanged between

various parties, within and between circles of individuals
ranging from social groups ( friends , family ), to government,
educational and corporate organizations.

[0005 ] In addition , the explosive growth of versatile per

telephones equipped with a myriad of functions) has argu

their hand vein pattern , odor, iris image , or their DNA , to

puters with high speed telecommunication connections.

cally of two types — passive and active. Passive biometrics

most often embodied in mobile telephones that are smaller,

verified to do anything other than to enable a certain
biometric characteristic to be acquired by the system ( e. g .,
by placing a finger on a fingerprint scanner, by looking into

than comparable models released mere weeks ago .

a retinal scanner, or by looking in the direction of a facial

With each month , new personal communication options
become available to consumer and organizational users ,
more powerful, and with a more impressive list of features,

either do not require the individual who 's identity is being

US 2019 /0215322 A1
scanner). Active biometrics require the individual who' s
identity is being verified to perform one or more predeter

mined actions in order to enable the system to acquire the
representation of one or more appropriate biometric char

acteristics ( e. g ., by providing a signature , by speaking, by
squeezing a certain object, etc . ). Certain types of biometric

systems may incorporate a combination of active and pas

sive biometric approaches. The various types of biometric
systems are discussed in greater detail in the commonly
assigned co - pending U . S . patent application Ser.No. 11/332 ,

017 entitled “MULTIPLATFORM INDEPENDENT BIO
METRIC IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM ” , which is hereby
incorporated by reference herein in its entirety .
[0012] While certainly appearing to address one of the key
challenges of securing information transfer, biometric
access control systems suffer from a number of serious
disadvantages that have prevented their widespread use , and
that have effectively stunted their growth in most areas
outside of physical access control and local computer access
control applications. To understand these disadvantages , it is
useful to provide an overview of previously known biomet
ric access control system operations.
[0013] A biometric access control system (also inter
changeably referred to herein as “ biometric identity verifi
cation system ” ), typically includes two main compo
nents — a physical device of some sort to actively, and /or
passively , acquire predetermined biometric information , and
program instructions (such as a software application ,
embedded in the device , installed on the computer con
nected to the device , or a combination of both ), for manag

ing the operation of the device , and for providing biometric

recognition technology that enables utilization of the device

to authenticate the identity of one or more individuals

previously " enrolled ” in the system when the individual
presents the appropriate biometric information to the device .
[ 0014 ] Each individual authorized to use a biometric
access control system , is first " enrolled ” (i.e ., registered ) in
the system , so that the system can acquire particular bio
metric information from the individual in accordance with a

predetermined enrollment protocol (for example , requiring
the individual to provide the same, or similar, biometric

information several times, etc.). The acquired biometric
enrollment information is then transformed , in accordance

with one or more proprietary technologies, into a “ recogni

tion template” (or equivalent logical data structure ), repre
sentative of the acquired biometric information , and then
optionally optimized for use with the appropriate biometric

recognition algorithms.
[ 0015 ] During a later authentication attempt, biometric
information , of the same specific type as was originally

enrolled (e .g ., left index finger fingerprint, right ids, etc .), is
presented to the biometric device , then acquired and trans

formed into a template , and finally compared to the enrolled

stored recognition template , to determine a match , in accor
dance with one or more recognition criteria ( for example a
" recognition threshold " , representative of the allowable
degree of difference between the enrolled template , and the
presented template , for successful authentication thereof) ,

and therefore to authenticate the identity of the presenting

Jul. 11 , 2019
[0016 ] The key disadvantage, crippling the use of biomet
rics as a broad scalable secure information transfer and

access control solution , has been the combination of ( 1 )
availability of several hundred different biometric devices of

various types flooding the market (with the amount of
majority of cases , the available biometric devices, even of
devices growing each year ) and ( 2 ) the fact that in a vast

the same type (e . g ., fingerprint scanners ) are incompatible
with one another. Each of these devices uses their own

biometric software (although several device manufacturers
share a similar core biometric information acquisition device
and biometric recognition algorithms), and during enroll
ment creates a biometric recognition template specific to the
device . In addition , the enrollment recognition template may

be stored in the biometric device , in the computer to which
the device is connected , in a different computer connected
thereto , or in one or more of the above , depending on the
device model. As a result , the enrolled individual must

always utilize the specific type and model of biometric
device and the specific computer ( or computer network )

where they originally enrolled .

[0017] Another devastating shortcoming of previously

known biometric systems, flowing from general incompat

ibility of biometric devices, from differentmanufacturers, is

the fact that without any clear unifying standard , the only

way for parties to truly use a biometric technology solution

for verifying the identity of the sending and/or receiving
party , and for securing information transfer therebetween (as

opposed to using biometrics as a password replacement
supplement to conventional security measures ), is for all
parties to acquire and use the same compatible model and

type of biometric device . This is a serious drawback ,
brand of biometric identity verification device , requires a
significant degree of collusion and common agreement
because commitment to utilization of a specific type and

between many individuals that intend to use the system .

[0018 ] In addition , the issue of compatibility and unifor
mity is particularly problematic for any large scale imple
mentation of a system for verifying and securing informa

tion transfer. The requirement that all parties in a large

organization involved in developing and, more importantly,

using the system , to cooperate and coordinate biometric

device acquisition and uniform installation , to ensure that

everyone involved is using the same biometric devices
equipped with compatible biometric recognition software , is
very burdensome and a significant barrier to implementation
of such systems.

[0019 ] And , if a particular biometric device in such a
system is later replaced with another biometric device using
a biometric recognition template incompatible with the
original biometric device , all of the devices in the system
must be replaced to maintain compatibility therebetween ,
and all individuals using those devices must be re -enrolled
with the new devices.
[0020 ) Similar issues exist with respect to use of biomet

rics to control access to content - all involved parties must
use a biometric device that is compatible with the system
providing biometric access control to the content, and simi

larly are limited to using the same type and model of

individual. The two main reasons for using stored recogni
tion templates are : ( 1 ) as a requirement for using biometric
recognition algorithms during the authentication process ;

biometric device , and only at the computers (or computer
networks ) where they previously enrolled .

and ( 2 ) to ensure that actual acquired biometric information

metric security system is changed to a new one that uses a

is never stored for security purposes.

different infrastructure , or is significantly upgraded , while

[0021] In addition , if a previously known installed bio

US 2019 /0215322 A1
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the previously used biometric devices used are kept, then all

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

resource intensive re -enrollment process on each biometric

[0026 ] In the drawings, wherein like reference characters

of the users would need to repeat the time consuming and
device to generate a new biometric enrollment database

compatible with the new biometric security system .

[0022 ] Moreover, there is a growing number of security

applications and government rules and regulations which
require the use of multiple authentication factors (i.e ., by
simultaneous or sequential utilization ofmultiple biometric
identity verification systems by a user to authenticate the
identity thereof) to perform certain secure tasks.

[0023] While the above -incorporated U .S . patent applica
tion Ser. No. 11/ 332 ,017 provided a solution to interoperable

utilization of different types of biometric devices in the same

group of users (for example , the users of a local or wide area
network ), it did not specifically address all of the issues
involved in applying the disclosed techniques to the purpose
of using biometrics to secure and authenticate transmission

and receipt of information transferred between various par
ties .

[ 0024 ] Thus , none of the previously known biometric
security approaches enable parties to verify and secure the
transfer of information therebetween , utilizing any biometric
identity verification system available to each party, without
regard to the biometric identity verification system (or
systems) utilized by the other party or parties , nor do any
previously known biometric security systems enable users to
each utilize one or more different biometric identity verifi
cation devices, individually or in conjunction with one
another. Furthermore, none of the previously known bio
metric security systems provide the capability to easily add
newly developed or released biometric identity verification
devices thereto .
[0025 ] It would thus be desirable to provide a system and
method for transferring secured information , between par
ties, while enabling authentication of identities of at least
one of, the party sending the information , and the party , or
parties, receiving and /or accessing the received information ,
with each party being able to utilize multiple different

biometric identity verification systems of their choice, inde
pendently of the biometric identity verification systems used

by the other party . It would additionally be desirable to

provide the above- described system and method also having

adaptive intelligent biometric identity verification system
enrollmentwith the capability to easily add newly developed
or released biometric identity verification devices thereto ,
transparently to the users thereof. It would further be desir
able to provide a system and method for restricting access to
content to one or more specific identified individuals, where
each identified individual is able to utilize one or more

biometric identity verification systems of their choice , inde
pendently of the access control system being used , and

independently of the biometric identity verification systems

denote corresponding or similar elements throughout the
various figures:
[0027] FIG . 1A shows a block diagram of a first exemplary
embodiment of the inventive secure information transfer
management (SITM ) system , that enables verifying and

securing information transfer between parties, through plat
form -independent identity verification ;

10028 ]. FIG . 1B shows a block diagram of an alternate

exemplary embodiment of the inventive SITM system of
FIG . 1A ;
[0029 ] FIG . 2 shows a block diagram of a second exem

plary embodiment of the inventive SITM system , that
enables verifying and securing information transfer between

parties, through platform - independent identity verification ;
[0030 ] FIG . 3 shows a block diagram of a third exemplary
embodiment of the inventive SITM system , that enables
verifying and securing information transfer between parties ,
through platform -independent identity verification ;
[0031] FIG . 4 shows a block diagram of an exemplary
embodiment of the inventive SITM system ; that enables
verifying and securing information transfer between parties,
through platform - independent identity verification ;
[0032 ] FIG . 5 shows a logic flow diagram of an exemplary

embodiment of a process of implementing and utilizing the

SITM system of FIGS. 1A - 3 ;
[0033 ] FIG . 6 shows a logic flow diagram of an exemplary

embodiment of a process of implementing and utilizing the
[0034 ] FIG . 7 shows a logic flow diagram of an exemplary
embodiment of a process of initial enrollment of a user prior
to utilization of the SITM system of FIGS. 1A - 3 ; and
[0035 ] FIG . 8 shows a logic flow diagram of an exemplary
embodiment of a process of enrollment of an additional
biometric identity verification system by a user of the SITM
SITM system of FIG . 4 ;

system of FIGS. 1A - 3 .

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0036 ] The inventive data processing system and method
enable secure transfer of information between two or more

parties , each having access to at least one identity verifica
tion system , utilizing a platform - independent architecture to

enable the sending and receiving parties to verify transmis

sion and receipt of secured ( e. g., encrypted ) information ,

and/or to control access by one party to information secured

by another party , regardless of the type , model, ownership ,

and /or quantity of biometric identity verification (BIV )
systems being utilized by each party .

[0037] In one embodiment of the inventive system and

method , parties desiring to securely transfer information
between one another, register at a central independent bio

metric security management (IBSM ) system , and each pro
vide a biometric enrollment for each biometric device ( i.e .,

BIV system ) that they wish to utilize , which are then stored

being utilized by other identified individuals ( if any). It

by the IBSM system in their unique record . Advantageously ,

method for tracking and biometrically verifying various data
relating to previously conducted information transfer
between parties, whether such transfer occurred through

system enrollments for each party , such that the parties can

would additionally be desirable , to provide a system and

transmission of information therebetween , or by one party
allowing access to secured content to one or more other,
biometrically verified , parties.

each such record is configured for storing multiple BIV

each use one or more different BIV systems in conjunction

with the inventive system . Optionally , if there is a pre
existing biometric security system that comprises records
with biometric enrollments for one or more users , as part of

the registration process the IBSM system can readily import
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tion therebetween , and verify the identities of the party

vidual record . In this case , the user having such previously
obtained biometric enrollment(s ) for specific BIV devices ,
would not need to repeat the enrollment procedure for those
devices .

by receiving the information , and/ or by accessing secured

function automatically and transparently with new BIV

and / or ownership , as long as the utilized biometric system is

[0038 ] The inventive system and method also provide an
adaptive enrollment feature which enables the system to

systems that have not been previously enrolled by the user,

if such systems produce enrollments that are sufficiently
similar to the ones already stored in the user ' s record .
10039 ]. In addition , during the initial user enrollment pro
cess, a predetermined security policy is applied to the user ' s
record in the IBSM system . The security policy governs all

key parameters of the user ' s utilization of the BIV systems

to ensure compliance with the security rules and policies of

the owner of the security infrastructure that utilizes the

inventive system andmethod (which may range from a singe

user to an organization (e.g . a corporation , a government

agency , etc .)). The security policy also includes an enroll
ment policy that determines the requirements which must be
met by the user when adding new BIV systems in the future .
[ 0040 ] While the security policy is preferably predeter
mined before user enrollment , optionally , if permitted by the
owner of the security infrastructure or another authorized

party , or, if the user is the owner or authorized party , the user

may modify an existing security policy or, if no security
policy is present , the user may define the security policy,
[0041 ] Thereafter , the inventive system also enables any
registered party to send biometrically (and otherwise )
secured information to the other party utilizing any available

BIV system (or systems) that is compatible with one or more
of their registered biometric enrollments stored in their
IBSM system record , regardless of BIV system ownership ,
and without requiring local enrollment. Thus , registered
users can advantageously utilize a compatible BIV system of

any information transfer device capable of communication
with the IBSM system .
[0042] In another embodiment of the inventive system and
method , that may be readily utilized on its own, or in
conjunction with the previously described embodiment, a

party registered with the IBSM system , that owns certain
secured content, is able to selectively designate identities of

one or more registered parties that are authorized to access

the secured content and / or a portion thereof, upon verifica
tion of their identity, and , optionally , provide one or more

rules of varying complexity to the IBSM system governing
such access .

10043 ) Other objects and features of the present invention

will become apparent from the following detailed descrip

enabling the transfer (e .g ., by transmission of information ,
or by enabling secured access to stored information ), and /or

of the recipient party gaining access to the information ( e.g .,

stored information ), utilizing any biometric identity verifi

cation system available, regardless of the type , model,

compatible with one or more of their previously registered
multiple biometric enrollments .
[0045] The inventive system and method achieve the
above, and other objectives , by enabling prospective users to
register with a centralized independent biometric security
management ( IBSM ) system , and , during the registration

process, in addition to providing identifying information
(name, contact information , etc .), to also supply one or more

biometric enrollments, utilizing one ormore biometric iden
tity verification systems (i.e ., BIV system ) available to them .
Any registered user is also able to add additional biometric
enrollments , from any other BIV system , at a later time to
expand their ability to utilize the inventive system utilizing

many different BIV systems.

[0046 ] The novel IBSM system stores the above informa
registered user , and further enables additional information to

tion in unique records, each assigned to an individual

be stored in the records . Advantageously , each such record
is configured for storing multiple BIV system enrollments

for each user, such that each user can each utilize one or

more different BIV systems in conjunction with the inven
tive system . This feature of the present invention is particu

larly important for the growing number of security applica

tions which require multiple authentication factors ( i. e ., by

simultaneous or sequential utilization of multiple BIV sys
tems to authenticate identity ) to perform certain secure tasks .

[0047 ] In addition , as described in greater detail below in
connection with FIG . 7 , during the initial user enrollment

process , a predetermined security policy is applied to the
user 's record in the IBSM system . The security policy

governs all key parameters of the user's utilization of the

BIV systems to ensure compliance with the security rules

and policies of the owner of the security infrastructure that

utilizes the inventive system and method (which may range
from a singe user to an organization ( e . g . a corporation , a
government agency, etc.)). The security policy also includes
an enrollment policy , as discussed in greater detail below in

connection with FIG . 8 , that determines the requirements

which must be met by the user when adding new BIV
systems in the future .

10048 ] While the inventive system and method are

tion considered in conjunction with the accompanying draw
ings . It is to be understood , however, that the drawings are
designed solely for purposes of illustration and not as a

described below in connection with certain drawing figures
in exemplary embodiments , as being advantageously con

definition of the limits of the invention , for which reference

communications network ), it should be understood to one
skilled in the art, that the inventive system and method may
be readily and advantageously utilized for enabling secured

should be made to the appended claims.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[0044 ] The system and method of the present invention
remedy the disadvantages of previously known biometric
solutions directed at verifying and securing information
transfer between parties , by providing a platform - indepen
dent biometric security management system architecture
that enables registered parties to securely transfer informa

figured for use with transfer of electronic information over

a communication network ( e. g., the Internet or other tele

information transfer of any type ( audio ( e . g., voice ), video ,
sensor information , machine -readable data , etc .), without

departing from the spirit of the invention, as a matter of
[0049 ] Similarly, while the descriptions of various
embodiments of the inventive system and method , inter
changeably refer to various data processing systems used in
conjunction therewith as " computers” , it should be noted

necessity or design choice .
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that any system with similar capabilities , necessary for

TABLE 1 -continued

performing the tasks required by the inventive system and

(Definitions/ Terminology )

method , may readily be used as a matter of necessity or

design choice , without departing from the spirit of the

invention . For example, it is specifically contemplated that
a wireless telephone ( such as a cellular telephone ) with
sufficient data processing capabilitiesmay be readily utilized
in accordance with the present invention .
[0050 ] Before describing the various embodiments of the

#

TERM

DEFINITION

Info Tr System

Information transfer system . For the purposes of
the present invention , an information transfer
(InfoTr ) system , is defined as any system having
at least some of the following characteristics :
1 . capability for transmitting information to at

least one other Info Tr system ;
2 . capability for receiving information from at
least one other Info Tr system ;
3. capability for storing data and applications
for issuing instructions , and, in response to
issued instructions, performing tasks
involving data stored therein or provided
thereto , sufficient to enable functionality
necessary for operation of the novel

inventive system and method , and the components, infra
structure , and operation in greater detail, it would be helpful
to provide the definitions of certain terms used in the

drawing figures , and in the accompanying descriptions .
Table 1 below contains summary of definitions of commonly

used terms within the context of the description of the
various embodiments of the present invention ,

[ 0051] Because the terminology that may be currently

system and method as described blow in
connection with FIGS. 1A to 6 ;
4 . capability for displaying information
relevant to its operation and the performed

utilized to describe the various embodiments of the novel
system (and its functionality ), evolves and changes rapidly,
for the purposes of clarity, and without departing from the
spirit of the invention , the various elements, components,

tasks;

5 . capability for communicating with the IBSM

infrastructures, and process steps of the inventive system

system (see definition below ); and
6 . capability for receiving instructions from an
operator.
In accordance with the present invention , the term
“ InfoTr system ” can also refer to a collection of
two ormore interconnected InfoTr systems (e . g.,
a local area network ) having the above
capabilities individually , and/ or jointly .
The InfoTr system preferably includes an

and method , are described in Table 1 , and further below , in
terms of their required or desired functionality , and /or in
terms of objectives they are intended to accomplish , in

accordance with the present invention , rather than as specific

structural and / or process implementations, which may

change in nomenclature with advances in information sys

tems technology.

operating environment, and one ormore
instruction sets (e . g ., program applications ), that
provide it with the ability to execute functions

[0052 ] For example , as computers of various types are
in conjunction with the present invention , will include the
typical components necessary for its operation , e . g ., one or
more CPUs, memory, long term data storage, and , in cases

well known in the art, it is presumed that any computer used

relating to sending and /or receiving information .
By way of example , for an Info Tr system
implemented as a personal computer, the
operating environment may be an appropriate
operating system , while an exemplary information

of computers typically utilized by users , one or more input

devices, a display, and so on . In addition , because a number
of abbreviated terms are used for the sake of convenience in
FIGS. 1A to 6 , and further below , Table 1 also provides the

transfer instruction set, may be an electronic mail

program .

By way of example , computers ranging from
pocket-sized personal digital assistants (PDAs),

definitions of all abbreviated terms used herein .

#

TERM

1 USER /USER

and smart telephones to personal desktop or
notebook computers , to high power servers and

TABLE 1

server networks, are the most common exemplary

(Definitions/ Terminology )

cases, readily possess all the capabilities
inecessary for operation as components of various

implementations of InfoTr systems, and, in most

embodiments of the inventive system and

DEFINITION

method .

Accordingly , the InfoTr systems shown in various

A user, for the purposes of the present
1 . any party that desires to securely and /or
verifiably transfer information to another
party (or parties ), whether by transmission
thereto , or by granting (to the other party
or parties ) secured access to content that

embodiments of the present invention , are

invention, is defined as

preferably computers or advanced communication

devices with appropriate similar functionality (e. g.,

wireless/ cellular/ satellite telephone, military

communicator, radio transmitter, etc .), with the
specific type, capabilities, and configuration

includes information, and/or
2 . any party that desires to receive secured

thereof, being determined as a matter of necessity
and / or design choice .

and/ or verified information from another

However, it should be noted that any system ,

party (or parties ), whether by transmission
therefrom , or by accessing secured

content, as permitted by the other party (or
Thus, in accordance with the present invention ,
users may range from private individuals, to
members of groups of any type and with any
amount of hierarchical levels and subgroups and
that may be readily overlap with other groups
( e.g ., groups of friends, family members ,
employees of a corporation , government

even if falling outside the conventional definition

of a " computer” or communication device, may be
utilized as a InfoTr system in accordance with the

parties).

employees and/or officials of varying ranks

in one or more agencies, students of a
particular university , etc .)

present invention , without departing from the spirit
of the invention , as long as such a system posses

the necessary capabilities selected from ( 1) to (6 )
Biometric identity verification system (See

above.

3 BIVS
4 BIVD

A

5

BIVA

FIG . 1A and accompanying description )
Biometric identity verification device (See

FIG . 1B and accompanying description )
Biometric identity verification application ( See
FIG . 1B and accompanying description )
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TABLE 1 -continued

TABLE 1 -continued

(Definitions/ Terminology )

(Definitions/ Terminology )

TERM

DEFINITION

EDA

Encryption decryption application . For the
purposes of the present invention , an EDA is a set

#

TERM

include, but is not limited to , one or

of instructions, for example embodied in a
program application executable by an InfoTr

more of the following, in any

system , and /or by the IBSM system , or as a

wireless link(s ) (e. g., satellite uplink , radio ,

application responsible for transmission of

cellular, wi- fi, etc.), and co
network (s ) such as a LAN (local

combination : direct telecommunication line(s ),

module to another application (e.g., the

information ), capable of encrypting and/or
decrypting electronic information in any form .
Advantageously, any type of EDA , whether
currently available , or developed in the future ,

system and method without departing from the
spirit of the invention . In one embodiment of the

inventive system and method , during encryption of
information to be transmitted, the EDA utilizes at
least a portion of the UBIV _ Element ( see

definition below ) of the user of the Info Tr system
sending the transmission.

The security policy governs all key parameters of
utilization of the BIV systemsby authorized users
to ensure compliance with the security rules and

policies of the owner of the security infrastructure
that utilizes the inventive system and method . The

security policy may also include an enrollment
8 ENROLL _ Policy The enrollment policy: determines the
requirements which must be met by the user
when adding enrollments for new BIV systems, to
the USER _ Record in the future .
9 Information/
As defined herein , information , data , or content,
Data / Content
may be of any type and in any number of formats
policy

that can be , in whole or in part, transmitted ,
interacted with ( e .g ., viewed , modified , reviewed ,
etc .), generated , acquired, analyzed , deleted ,
reviewed, and /or otherwise processed by an

Info Tr system . For example , information may

include, but is not limited to , one ormore of the
following: text, images, audio , video , transactional
information , instrument or sensor readings (e .g .,

Because the inventive secure information transfer manage

combination of both .

that is of interest to one or more parties, access to

which is controlled by one ormore parties .
Secured information transmission (See FIG . 1A
and accompanying description )
Independent biometric security management
system . (See FIG . 1A and accompanying
description )

Secure information transfer management
system — the system of the present invention , at a
minimum including two InfoTr systems, each
accessed by a user, and each capable of
communication with an inventive IBSM system ,
and optionally of communication between one
another, that, in at least one inventive

embodiment, can be utilized by users to securely
transfer information between one another, and to
verify identity of transmitting user, as well as to
Link

[0053 ] It should be noted , that the specific numbers of
various FIGS. 1A to 4 , are provided by way ofexample only .

users , and corresponding InfoTr systems shown in the

many as practically possible , as a matter of design choice or

preferably represents certain desirable information

13 Communication

description ).

ment (SITM ) system is completely scalable , it may be used

While it may be used interchangeably with
“ information” or “ data ” , the term " content"

12 SITM system

description )

15 UBIV _ Element User biometric identity verification element. ( See
FIG . 1A and accompanying description )
16 SIT _ Profile
Secured information transfer profile. (See FIG . 1A
and accompanying description )
Secured information transfer log, ( See FIG . 1A
17 SIT _Log
and accompanying description)
18 SCA _ Profile
Secured content access profile (See FIG . 4 and
accompanying description )
19 CA _Record
Content access record (See FIG . 4 and
accompanying description )
20 Recipient_ INFO Information identifying the specific user (or users )
as intended recipient(s) of SIT being sent by a
user. (See FIG . 5 and accompanying description )
Sender biometric identity verification element ( See
21 Sender _ BIVE
FIG . 5 and accompanying description )
22 Recipient_ BIVE Recipient biometric identity verification element
(See FIG . 5 and accompanying description )
23 UBIVE _
User Biometric Identity Verification Element
Threshold
Threshold (see FIG . 8 and accompanying

medical, scientific , military ), links to other data ,
executable programs and supporting files, etc.

Additionally, data may be static , interactive, or a

10 SIT
11 IBSM System

area network ), a WAN (wide
Record stored in IBSM System representative of
the user 's UBIV _ Element and additional
information . (See FIG . 1A and accompanying
area network ), or the Internet).

14 USER Record

may be readily in conjunction with the inventive

7. SECURITY
Policy

DEFINITION
Thus, each communication link may

verify the identity of the user receiving and
accessing the information .

As defined herein , a communication link is
preferably any form of a communication

connection between the various components of
the inventive SITM system (e . g., InfoTr systems,

the IBSM system , etc ), that enables data
transmission of the appropriate types of
information therebetween .

in configurations ranging from as few as two users , to as
convenience, without departing from the spirit of the inven

tion .

[0054] Referring now to FIG . 1A , a first exemplary
embodiment of the inventive SITM system 10 is shown . The

SITM system 10 enables secure and verifiable transfer of
information between at least two users 20 and 30 ( see Table
1 , definition # 1 ). Each of the users 20 , 30 preferably operates

a corresponding information transfer ( InfoTr ) system 22 , 32

( for example a computer or mobile communication device ),

capable of transmitting information to other Info Tr systems

of the same, or of different type and/ or configuration . Thus ,
for example , each of the InfoTr systems 22 and 32 may be
of a different typeInfoTr system 22 may be a personal
computer, while InfoTr system 32 may be a smart mobile

communication device .

[0055 ] Each of the InfoTr systems 22 , 32 preferably
includes a corresponding encryption /decryption application
(EDA ) 24 , 34 , respectively ( see Table 1, definition # 6 ), for

enabling each of the users 20 , 30 to secure and verify
information transferred therebetween (for example by
encrypting it at for transmission and then decrypting it when

received and accessed , upon recipient identity verification ).
[0056 ] Each of the InfoTr systems 22, 32 includes, or has
ready access to , a corresponding biometric identity verifi
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cation system (BIVS ) 26 , 36 . As discussed in greater detail
above , in connection with the background of the present
invention , a BIVS utilizes one or more unique personal

characteristics of a user registered therewith , to verify their

identity . As discussed in greater detail below in connection
with FIG . 1B , a BIVS typically includes a biometric identity
verification device (BIVD ) for acquiring biometric informa
tion from a user, and a corresponding biometric identity
verification application (BIVA ) for controlling the operation
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[0062 ] (1 ) providing certain predetermined personal

identifying information (e.g. name, address, etc.);
[0063 ] (2) verification of that information (by third

party confirmation , in case of certain types of users
( corporate or government employees, etc .), or by other

well known reliable identity verification approaches ;
[0064 ] (3 ) storing , in the IBSM system 60, the provided

of the BIVD , and for enabling the acquired biometric
characteristics to be used for identity verification .

information (and optionally the source of verification )
as USER _ Data 64c in a corresponding record (USER _
Record 62 ) for each user . Optionally, if the user is

the BIVS 26 , 36 may be any type of BIVS whatsoever.
Advantageously , the BIVS 26 , 36 do not need to be com

previously used BIVS 26 to enroll on their InfoTr

[0057] In accordance with the present invention , each of

patible with one another. Thus, the BIVS 26 may be a

fingerprint scanner, while the BIVS 36 may be a facial

already biometrically registered at their Info Tr system

through the corresponding BIVS ( e.g., if the user 20
system 22 ), and the IBSM system 60 is appropriately

configured by an authorized administrator, it may

recognition system . It should be noted that in accordance

accept identity verification based on previous local

multiple BIVDs connected to the same InfoTr system , that

[0065 ] (4 ) utilization of their respective BIVS (e .g .

with the present invention , the term BIVS may also refer to

can provide multiple authentication factors for certain pre
determined security applications.

[ 0058 ] Preferably , each BIVS 26 , 36 is capable of " enroll
ing” (i.e ., registering) one or more users ( e.g . users 20 , 30 ),
and generating a corresponding user biometric identity veri
fication element (UBIV _ Element), representative of the
biometric information acquired by the BIVD and processed
for use in future user identity verification ( e. g., by creating
a recognition template , or otherwise ). In previously known
biometric security systems, a user 's UBIV Element is typi
cally stored in one or more of the BIVS , the InfoTr system
connected thereto , or, in client -server configurations, on a

separate central Info Tr system .

[0059 ] The SITM system 10 also includes an independent
biometric security management (IBSM ) system 60, which is

InfoTr system biometric registration , and

BIVS 26 for user 20 , and BIVS 36 for user 30 ) to

generate one or more corresponding UBIV _ Element ( s )

and transmit it , via respective communication links
( e . g . link 42 for user 20 , and link 46 for user 30 ), to a

UBIV _ Record 64, configured for storage and utiliza
tion of multiple concurrent UBIV _ Elements, that is
part of the corresponding USER _ Record 62 stored in

the IBSM system 60 . Optionally , if there is a pre

existing biometric security system (not shown ) that
comprises records with biometric enrollments for one
or more users , and that can communicate with the

SITM system 10 , as part of the registration process, the
IBSM system 60 can readily import existing biometric
enrollments for each user into the UBIV _Record in
their individual USER _ Record . In this case , the user

system 60 , is preferably an data processing system (such as

having such previously obtained biometric enrollment
( s ) for specific BIVS ( s ), would not need to repeat the

one or more computers (e . g . a server, or network of serv
ers )), capable of communicating and interacting with as

[0066 ] Thus , for each user 20 , 30 , the IBSM system 60

the key component of the present invention . The IBSM

many different InfoTr, and BIVS types, models and con

figurations as is practicable or, at a minimum , as many as is

required by the desired SITM system 10 configuration ,
capacity, and intended use .

enrollment procedure for those systems/devices .
stores the individual 20 unique USER _ Record 62, that
includes that user ' s verified identifying information USER _
Data 64c, as well as at least one of their corresponding

UBIV Element ( s ) 640 -64b in the UBIV Record 64 . The

[0060] The SITM system 10 also includes a communica

USER Record 62 also preferably includes a SECURITY _

42 for enabling communication between the InfoTr system

telecommunication link , while communication link 44 is a

as one or more security protocol(s ) 64f that define the
specific security rules and parameters thereof.
[0067 ] By way of example, the SECURITY _Policy 64d
may include security protocols 64 ( ) that define the rules for
sending secured information to other registered users ( such
as a selectable list of potential recipients, the need for receipt
and / or viewing verification , etc . ), as well as define one or
more additional rules of varying complexity, governing the

cation link 44 is a wireless data communication link . Or, all

For example , a sending user 20 can specify a rule , that a

tion link 40, for enabling communication between the InfoTr
system 22 and the InfoTr system 32 , a communication link

22 and the IBSM system 60 , and a communication link 44

for enabling communication between the Info Tr system 32

and the IBSM system 60 (see Table 1, definition # 11). One
or more of the communication links 40 , 42, 44 may be

different from one another, or they may all be the same. For

example , the communication link 40 may be a wireless voice
broadband land telecommunication line and the communi

of the communication links 40 , 42 , 44 may be the Internet .

10061] Prior to utilization of the inventive SITM system
10 , each user desiring to take advantage of the advantageous
SITM system 10 functionality ( e .g . each of the users 20 , 30 ),
performs a registration or enrollment process , for example

such as the exemplary initial user enrollment process 600

described below in connection with FIG . 7 . Regardless of

the specific initial enrollment process used , such a process,
at a minimum , involves the following steps:

Policy 64d (defined in Table 1 above ), which also includes
an ENROLL _ Policy 64e (defined in Table 1 above), as well

recipient 's access to the transmitted secured information .

particular transmission of information (e.g ., electronic mail
intended recipient, user 30 , if that recipient successfully
passes identity verification from a BIVS 36 that includes two
(or more ) different biometric identity verification devices
( e. g ., a fingerprint scanner and a facial scanner ), or that two
separate recipients (user 30 and user 50 ) must both verify

message with attachment ), may only be opened by the

their identity with the IBSM system 60 , in order to access the

content of the transmission .
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another alternate embodiment of the invention , the SIT 52

8 , any user can generate additional UBIV _ Elements for their

may be readily transmitted between InfoTr systems 22 and

USER _ Record , utilizing BIVS of different types, models ,

32 through the IBSM system 60 via the communication links

and/ or configurations, such that their UBIV _ Record in the

42, 44.

USER _ Record stores multiple UBIV _ Elements for a variety
of BIVSs. This is a crucial advantageous feature of the
present invention — because any user registered with the

IBSM system 60 is able to verify their identity through any
BIVS , even one which they never used , or one that is part of
another user ' s InfoTr system , if it is capable of utilizing any

of the UBIV _ Elements stored in the USER _ Record . This
advantageous feature of the present invention is described in

greater detail below in connection with FIG . 8 .

[0069 ] The above -described novel feature enables the

IBSM system 60 to be truly “ platform - independent” with

respect to compatibility with various InfoTr and BIVS types ,
models, and configurations. For example , a user 50 , previ
ously registered with the IBSM system 60 , and having a
UBIV Element compatible with the BIVS 36 stored in their
USER Record , is able to utilize the InfoTr System 32 and

the BIVS 36 of the user 30 , to verifiably exchange secured
information with other registered users, for example , with
another user 46 , that may have access to the InfoTr system
22 .

[0075 ] In summary, in one of its simplest implementa
tions , the inventive SITM system 10 operates as follows: the
user 20 , desiring to transmit certain information to the user

30 , indicates, to the IBSM system 60 , themselves as the
sender, and the user 30 as the intended recipient. The user 20
then provides biometric information to the IBSM system 60

through their BIVS 24 , which is processed and compared to
a compatible UBIV _ Element stored in their USER _ Record ,

to verify the identity of the user 20 . The information to be
transferred is then encrypted to generate the SIT 52 (option

ally utilizing at least a portion of one or both of the
UBIV _ Element of the sending user 20 , and the UBIV _
Element of the receiving user 30 ). The SIT 52 is then

transmitted to the user 30 , and upon receipt by the Info Tr
system 32 , to access the information in the SIT 52, the user
30 must verify their identity to the IBSM system 60 , by
providing biometric information thereto through the BIVS

36 , that, when processed , is successfully matched to a
compatible UBIV _ Element stored in the USER _ Record of

the user 30 (optionally in accordance with predetermined

[0070 ] Thus, preferably, the IBSM system 60 may be

biometric recognition criteria (e . g ., threshold , etc . ), that may
have been present in the IBSM system 60 , or that may have

necessary components (hardware and /or software ), to enable
it to readily communicate, and interact with , the various
InfoTr systems, BIVS , and other components of the inven
tive SITM system (as illustrated , by way of example , for
SITM systems 10 of FIG . 1A , 70 of FIG . 1B , 100 , of FIG .
2 , 200 of FIG . 3 , and 300 of FIG . 4 ).
[0071] It should also be noted that, the “ Independent
Biometric Security Server ” disclosed in the above -incorpo
rated U . S . patent application Ser. No. 11 /332,017 , may be
readily and advantageously configured for use as an IBSM
system 60. Optionally, any other data processing system

been specified by the sending user 20 to the IBSM system

scaled to any necessary capacity , and provided with all

capable of similar or equivalent biometric platform - inde

pendent functionality to the “ Independent Biometric Secu
rity Server” may be readily utilized as the IBSM system 60 ,
as a matter of design choice, without departing from the
spirit of the invention .

[ 0072] Additionally, as long as the above -described mini
mum IBSM system 60 registration steps are followed , any
user can readily utilize another users Info Tr system and
BIVS to register, as long as independent verification of the

user 's identity is available to finalize registration .
[ 0073] In accordance with the present invention , the users
20 , 30 utilize the IBSM system 60 during transfer of a
secured information transmission (SIT ) 52 , between InfoTr
systems 22 and 32 , over the communication link 40, to
verify identities of the sending user (e. g., user 20 ), as well
as the identity of the user receiving end accessing the SIT 52
( e. g., user 30 ) . In addition , the IBSM system 60 may be
advantageously utilized as part of the SIT 52 generation
process (e . g . when the information to be transferred is
encrypted or otherwise secured ) by the EDA 24 , and then
accessed (e .g ., decrypted ) by the EDA 34 .
10074 ) In an alternate embodiment of the invention , in

addition to , or instead of one or both of the EDA 24 , 34 , the

IBSM system 60 may include an optional EDA 66 , that
performs all , or some, of the tasks necessary for generating

and accessing the SIT 52. Additionally, rather than being
transferred through the communication link 40, in yet

60, for the SIT 52 , or for all of user 20 data transfers ).

[0076 ] When the identity of the user 30 is verified as the
intended recipient, the 15 IBSM system 60 enables the EDA

34 to decrypt the SIT 52 thus allowing the user 30 to access
the transferred information , while optionally recording the

access event, and optionally notifying user 20 of the veri
fication of the access by the designated recipient (user 30 ) .
An exemplary detailed embodiment of a process for the

operation of the SITM system 10 for secured and verified
information transmission is shown in FIG . 5 , and described

in detail below in connection therewith .

[0077 ] In accordance with the present invention , the orga

nization that owns or is subscribed to the SITM system 10 ,
or, optionally, the sending user,may be given the ability to
have significant control over the manner in which their
transferred secured information is accessed by the recipient

through modification of the SECURITY _Policy 64d , for
example , defining , in the security protocol(s ) 64f, one or
more criteria ( e . g ., in form of rules ), thatmust be met for the
recipient user to gain access to the information . For
example, the SECURITY _ Policy 64d can specify that in
order to access information in SIT 52, both the user 30 , and
another user 48 , must verify their identities to the IBSM
system 60 , ( e .g ., both through the BIVS 36 , or with each user
utilizing their own BIVS). Alternately , the SECURITY _
Policy 64d can specify that the user 30 must utilize two
separate BIVS of different types , or to utilize their BIVS 36
in conjunction with another from of security , such as a
password or a PIN code. Optionally, the SECURITY _ Policy
64d can set the user 20 SIT 52 to expire , or otherwise be
erased , if the user 30 does not access it during a specified
period of time.
[0078 ] Additionally , the SECURITY _ Policy 64d can
specify the amount and detail level of information , about the
events relating to the secured data to be tracked and / or

recorded by the IBSM system 60 . For example , the SECU

RITY _ Policy 64d can require notification of delivery of SIT
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52, notification of user 30 acknowledging receipt of SIT 52 ,
and notification when user 30 accesses the information
therein (as well as notification of any failed attempts to
access the information ).
[0079 ] Alternately , rather than defining all such param
eters as part of a SECURITY Policy 64d , these parameters
may be defined by the user as “ user preferences” . Optionally,
each user ' s preferences relating to transfer of secured infor

mation , and for tracking events related thereto , as well as
event tracking information can be stored in their USER
Record , for example as secured information transmission
profile (SIT _ Profile ) (shown as optional SIT _ Profile 64g in
FIG . 1A ) for storing information relating to the user 's
preferences relating to transfer of secured information , and/

or as secured information transmission log (SIT _ Log )
( shown as optional SIT _ Log 64h in FIG . 1A ) , for storing

information indicative of the user 's preferences relating to
tracking events related to secured information transfers .
Optionally, both SIT _ Profile and SIT _Log may be presented
in a unified format.
[0080 ] Advantageously , from the point of view of a user,
the interface for necessary interaction with the various

components of the SITM system 10 , and especially with the

IBSM system 60, may be implemented as a separate pro
gram application , or function , of a user 's InfoTr system , or
as a communication portal accessible by the users ’ InfoTr
system (for example , a secure website ). Optionally , the

SITM system 10 , and its components, may be implemented
transparently in the background , for example, as compo

nents, modules or “ plug-ins ” for existing applications/func

tions of the user 's InfoTr system , such that a user can
continue to utilize their preferred information transfer appli
cations /functionality , while gaining the full benefit of the

SITM system 10 . In any implementation of the novel SITM
system , the registered users may gain access to IBSM
system functionality through an appropriate identity verifi
cation or " login ” procedure , that may optionally be inte
grated into the process of initiating secure information

transmission or information access.

10081] In addition , while a less secure implementation
than described above , in an alternate embodiment of the

SITM system 10, each InfoTr system can perform user
identity verification locally , and , rather than transmitting

newly acquired UBIV _ Elements to the IBSM system 60 for
centralized identity verification , each InfoTr system can

simply indicate the status of the local verification to the
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relating to requirements that must be metby the Recipient to
requiring biometric verification of the Recipient's identity .
[0084 ] At a step 406 , the Recipient_ INFO is transmitted to
the IBSM system or simply passed to the appropriate
component thereof, if step 404 was being performed at the
IBSM system ), optionally , along with Sender _ BIVE (Sender
biometric identity verification element, representative of
biometric information provided by the Sender ), that enables
the IBSM system to verify the identity of the Sender, both
gain access to the secured information , but at a minimum

for internal security purposes , and optionally for provision

of that verified information to the Recipient. At a step 408 ,
the process 400 verifies the Sender _ BIVE ( and optionally
updates the Sender SIT _ Log, if any ), at a step 410 , generates
a SIT (e . g .,by encrypting information to be transmitted ), and

at a step 412 , transmits the SIT to the Recipient.
[0085 ] At a step 414 , upon receipt of the SIT, the process

400 requests the Recipient to verify their identity , in accor

dance with the requirements sent forth by the Sender in

Recipient_ INFO (e .g ., by presenting their BIVS with bio
metric information to enable it to generate a corresponding

Recipient_ BIVE (Recipient biometric identity verification

element), representative of biometric information provided
by the Recipient). The Recipient_ BIVE is then transmitted ,
at a step 416 , to the IBSM system , and verified against the
Recipient' s UBIV _ Element (in addition to any other veri
fications that may have been required by the Recipient _

INFO ) stored in the Recipient's USER _Record . Assuming

the verification criteria in the Recipient_ INFO has been met ,

at a step 418 , the SIT is decrypted and the Recipient is given

access to information therein . At an optional step 420 , the

process 400 optionally verifies to Sender that Recipient has

received and accessed the SIT, and optionally updates the

Sender 's SIT _Log and /or the Recipient's SIT _ Log , with the
results of one or more of the previously performed steps.
[0086 ] Referring now to FIG . 1B , an alternate embodi
ment of the inventive SITM system is shown as a SITM

system 70 . The SITM system 70 operates substantially
similarly to the SITM system 10 of FIG . 1A , with the
various components thereof having like reference charac

ters , except that the functionality of the BIVS 26 and 36 , is

implemented in a different manner. Rather than each Info Tr
system 22 , 32 having access to a full featured BIVS, they
each include one or more respective biometric identity
verification devices (BIVD (s)) 72 , 74 only , each with suf

IBSM system 60 .

[ 0082] Referring now to FIG . 5 , an exemplary embodi

ficient application functionality to enable it to acquire appro
priate biometric information , and provide it, preferably in

ment of a process 400 for secured transmission of informa
tion utilizing the inventive SITM system (for example , the

74 serves as the physical device responsible for acquiring

SITM system 10 of FIG . 1A ) is shown. As noted above, as
a matter of design choice , the various steps of this process
may be executed by different components of the various

embodiments of the inventive SITM system shown in FIGS .
1A to 3 .

[0083] The process 400 begins at a step 402 , where a
sending user (hereinafter “ Sender" ), registered with the

IBSM system component of the inventive SITM system ,

decides to transmit secured information to one ormore other
ent” ). At a step 404 , the Sender generates Recipient_ INFO ,
to identify the Recipient selected at step 402, and that may
optionally include one or more rules, for example , from a
Sender SECURITY _ Policy or the sender 's SIT _ Profile ,

registered users of the SITM system (hereinafter “ Recipi

encrypted form , to the IBSM system 60 . Each BIVD (s ) 72 ,

one or more specific biometric characteristics of the user.

Examples of a BIVD include, but are not limited to : a
fingerprint scanner, palm [text missing or illegible
when filed ), facial recognition scanner, iris scanner, retinal
scanner, signature acquisition device , voice acquisition
device , etc .

[0087] [text missing or illegible when filed ] IBSM

system 60, as implemented in the SITM system 70 , is
supplied with a [text missing or illegible when filed ]
identity verification application (BIVA ) 76 that [textmiss
ing or illegible when filed ] functions necessary to gen
erate UBIV _ Elements from [text missing or illegible
when filed ] received from BIVD (s ) 72, 74 , and appropriate
functionality to perform necessary biometric identity veri

fication , and any other required security [text missing or
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illegible when filed ] than as is noted above , the SITM

system 70 operates in a manner similar to the SITM system
10 of FIG . 1A .

[0088] Referring now to FIGS. 2 and 3, exemplary

embodiments of the novel [text missing or illegible
when filed ] system , having more complex implementa
tions that are shown in FIG . 1A , but operating on the same
novel principles . Referring first to FIG . 2 , a SITM 20 system
100 is shown , that includes all of the components of the
SITM system 10 shown in FIG . 1A and described in
connection therewith , but that also includes an additional
BIVS 102 provided to the Info Tr system 32 , and optionally
yet another standalone separate BIVS 104 (each including a
single BIVD ), that may also be provided thereto , shown as
an example to illustrate that the user 30 may register all three
BIVS 36 , 102 , 104 with the IBSM system 60 and then utilize
any of the registered BIVS for necessary identity verification
therewith .
[0089 ] Similarly, as another example, a user 112 , having
an Info Tr system 114 , may be provided with a separate
BIVS/EDA standalone security device 116 , capable of per
forming the functions of a BIVS 120 and of an EDA 118 ,

which may be local to the user 112 , or which the user 112

may utilize through a communication link 122 (for example,

if the device 116 is a voice recognition based device , the user
112 may contact the device 116 though their InfoTr system

114 and provide the necessary voice sample ). In one
example of utilization of the SITM system 100, the user 20

may transfer the SIT 52 to the user 30 ith one set of
Recipient_ INFO (see Process 400 , FIG . 5 ), and also send the

same SIT 52 to the user 112 , with a different Recipient_

INFO .
[ 0090 ] Referring now to FIG . 3 , a SITM system 200 is

shown , that includes all of the components of the SITM
includes an additional group of users, shown as a private
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system 60 via respective communication links 350 , 352 . All

of the InfoTr systems 22 , 32 , 332, 324 , are able to commu
nicate with a content system 302 via respective communi
cation links 354 , 356 , 358 and 360. As noted above , in
connection with FIG . 1A , the various communication links
shown in FIG . 4 may be similar to at least some of the other

links, or may be all of the same configuration (e.g., the

Internet ).
10092 ) The content system 302 preferably includes at least

one item of content (see Table 1, definition # 7 ), with three

content items 304 , 306 , and 308 , being shown by way of

example . A particular user who owns, or is authorized to

control access to , a particular content item or items, creates
a secure content access profile (SCA _ Profile ) that may be
stored with the content item , or at the IBSM system 60 , and
that provides criteria for accessing the content item , thatmay

be as simple or as complex as the user chooses . For example ,
if the user 20 owns content 304, they may specify in a
SCA _ Profile 310 that only users 30 and 344 may access the

content item 304 upon successful identity verification by the
IBSM system 60 , and that the access granted to the user 330
expires after 10 days of being granted .
[0093] In another example , if the user 30 controls access

to the content item 306 which includes separate content
items 312 , 314 (while two are shown by way of example , a
content item may include an unlimited number of other

content items in a flat or a hierarchical architecture ), with the

user 30 defining separate SCA _ Profiles 316 , 318 therefor, or

defining different access rules for each separate content item
312 , 314 in one SCA _ Profile .
(0094 In yet another example , the user 330 , may define

multiple SCA _ Profiles 320 for content item 308 , for

systems 10 (FIG . 1A ) and 100 (FIG . 2 ), but that also

example , based on time, specific authorized access users ,
and / or on other criteria . In addition , content item 308 (and

network 202 . The private network 202 may include an
InfoTr server 204 ( e .g . a robust computer, such as a server,

of course any other content item ), may include an optional
content access record (CA _ Record ) 322 , that includes infor
mation related to access to the content item , and optionally ,

additional users 208 , 214 having corresponding Info Tr sys
tems 210 , 122 , supplied with corresponding BIVSs 212 ,

related to failed access attempts .

or group of servers), equipped with an EDA 206 , and

218 , and optional EDAs 220 , 222 . In the SITM system 200 ,

certain functionality of the individual InfoTr systems of the

users , and/or of the IBSM system 60 may be taken over by

the InfoTr server 204 . For example , the InfoTr server 204
may utilize a powerful EDA 206 to perform all decryption
operations (upon successful recipient identity verification )
on a SIT 232 , sent by the user 112, arriving to the private

network 202 via a communication link 230 , and designated
for one, or both , of the users 208, 214 , and/or also perform
the encryption operations on a SIT 228 , sent, from the
private network 202 via a communication link 226 , to the
user 20 by one of the users 208 , 214 .
[ 0091] Referring now to FIG . 4 , an alternate embodiment

of the inventive SITM system of FIG . 1A that enables
registered users to control and verify access to stored content

by other parties by specifying one or more other registered

users, and optionally by specifying one or more criteria for

accessing certain content (similarly to as described above in

connection with access to information in the SITs ). The

users 20 and 30 , as well as their respective InfoTr systems
22 , 32 , EDAs 24 , 34 , and BIVSs 26 , 36 , are as described
above in connection with FIG . 1A . Similarly , the additional

users 330 and 340 shown by way of example , have access
to their respective Info Tr systems 332 , 342, EDAs 334 , 344 ,
and BIVSs 336 , 346 , and may communicate with the IBSM

[0095 ] Optionally, in one embodiment of the inventive
SITM system 300 , the IBSM system 60 and the content
system 302 may be implemented as a single system 364 .
This may be advantageous in applications where a large

amount of content items are to be managed , and /or where

there is a large quantity of complex SCA _ Profiles, and /or
may require an IBSM system 60 dedicated to supporting the
content system . Alternately , the content system 302 may be

when content items are encrypted - i.e . in situations that
implemented in a particular user' s own InfoTr system . Of

course , it should also be noted , that the functionality
described in connection with the SITM system 300 may be

readily combined with SITM systems 10 , 70, 100 , and 200 ,
described above in connection with FIGS . 1A , 1B , 2 , and 3 ,

respectively, because any embodiment of the novel SITM

system can readily support both functionality related to

verified secure information transmission , as well as to
secured access control .

[0096 ] In an alternate embodiment of the invention , the

sameprinciples of SITM system 300 implementation , as are
described above in their application to content access con
trol, may be readily extended to include physical access
control, whether location based ( e. g ., door ), or item based

( e . g ., a safe , a computer ).

[0097] Referring finally, to FIG . 6 , an exemplary embodi

ment of a process 500 for demonstrating the process of
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secured content access utilizing the inventive SITM system
( for example , the SITM system 300 of FIG . 4 ) is shown . As
a matter of design choice , the various steps of this process
may be executed by different components of the inventive

verification means ( e . g ., by sending an email to the regis

10098 ] The process 500 preferably includes two por
tions — ( 1 ) a configuration portion 502 , which includes steps
506 to 510 , and which is directed to configuring the SITM

Record for the registrant's biometric enrollments, first , at a

SITM system 300 of FIG . 4 .

trant 's email address with a verification code, by calling and
speaking with the registrant, or even by physically mailing

a verification code to the registrant's address).

[0105 ] At a step 610 , the process 600 creates a UBIV _

step 612 , by generating the UBIV _Record configured to

system 300 for the owner thereof, and (2 ) a access control

store and utilize multiple concurrent UBIV _ elements gen
erated from enrollment through multiple BIVS ( s ) and stor

directed to controlling access to the content stored on the

content system .

generating UBIV _ Elements _ 1 through _ X , by utilizing the
enrolment function of each BIVS to be used by the registrant

10099] The process 500 may begin at an optional step 506 ,

(BIVS _ 1 to

where user may provide one or more content items to a

ments _ 1 to _ X , and store them in the registrant's UBIV _
Record . Optionally, if there is a pre -existing biometric

portion 504, which includes steps 512 to 520, and which is

content system to be secured . If the content item (or items)
to be secured is already present on the content system , the

process 500 beings at a step 508 , where the user creates a
SCA _ Profile that provides criteria for accessing the content

ing it in the USER _Record , and second, at a step 614 ,
N ) to generate corresponding UBIV _ Ele

security system (not shown ) that comprises records with
biometric enrollments for one or more users , and that can

communicate with the inventive SITM system being used ,
as part of the registration process, the IBSM system can

item by one ormore other parties , registered with the IBSM
system component of the inventive SITM system . At an
optional step 510 , the process 500 encrypts the user ' s
content item ( this step is optional because it is possible to
control access to content without encrypting it ) — this con
cludes the configuration portion 502 of the process 500 .
[0100 ] Later, at a step 512 , a different user attempts to
access secured content , and at a step 514 , transmits , bio
metric information acquired through their BIVS in form of
a User _ BIVE to the IBSM system (along with any other

readily import existing biometric enrollments as UBIV _
Element( s ) for each user into the UBIV _ Record stored in
their individual USER _Record . In this case , the user having
such previously obtained biometric enrollment(s) for spe
cific BIVS (s ), would not need to repeat the enrollment
procedure for those systems/devices .
10106 ] If a SECURITY _ Policy does not already exist for

whereupon , the IBSM system verifies the supplied User _
BIVE ( and other information , if any ), against the UBIV _
Elements stored in the UBIV _ Record of the USER _ Record
of the user.

that may be stored in the USER Record and later used to

information that may be required by the SCA Profile ),

[0101] Upon successful verification, at a step 516 , the user

is granted access to the content item in accordance with the
rules specified in the SCA _ Profile for that content item (if
any were defined ), and may access the content at a step 518 .
At an optional step 520, the process 500 records events

relating to various steps thereof in the CA _ Record of the

the SITM system being used , at an optional step 61, the
process 600 enables the registrant to generate a SECURI
TY Policy ( and to define corresponding security protocol

(s )), and enables the registrant to provide ENROLL _ Data
verify the registrants identity remotely when enrolling addi
tional BIVS ( s ), for example as described below in connec

tion with FIG . 8 . At a step 618 , the process 600 applies the
SECURITY _ Policy of the owner or subscriber of the SITM
system being utilized to the USER _ Record (or applies the
SECURITY _ Policy generated by the user at the optional
step 616 ), and ends at a step 620 .

f0107 ] Referring now to FIG . 8, a novel adaptive process

[ 0102 ] Referring now to FIG . 7 , an exemplary embodi-

for adding additional BIVS enrollments to the USER
Record of a user, is shown as an adaptive additional BIVS

process is shown as the initial user enrollment process 600 .

relies on the capability of UBIV _ Records to store and use a

content item .

ment of an advantageous initial user enrollment/registration

The initial user enrollment process 600 may be advanta geously utilized in conjunction with any embodiments of the

inventive SITM systems 10 , 70 , 100 , 200, and 400 ,

described above in connection with FIGS. 1A , 1B , 2 , 3 , and
4 , respectively.
[0103] The process 600 starts at a step 602 when a user, or
an authorized person ( such as an organization 's security
administrator ), initiates enrollment . At a step 604 , the pro

cess 600 creates a USER _Record for the user being regis
tered (hereinafter the “ registrant” ) . At a step 606 , the process
600 obtains USER _ Data from the registrant and stores it in
the corresponding USER _ Record created at the step 604 .
The USER _ Data must be sufficient to identify the registrant
and may optionally include certain personal information ,

password ( s ), and security questions and answers thatmay be
utilized during future enrollments of additional BIVS (s ) ( as

described in greater detailbelow in connection with FIG . 8 .
[0104 ] Then , at a step 608 , the process 600 verifies the
identity of the registrant. This may be readily done by a
security administrator overseeing the process 600 in an
organizational setting, or through other well known identity

enrollment process 700 . The process 700, advantageously
virtually unlimited number of UBIV _ Elements for virtually

any BIVS , in each USER _ Record , by providing users with
the ability to readily, and in certain cases transparently add
support for additional new BIVS to their USER _ Record .
[0108 ] The process 700 begins at a step 702 when the user
initiates the addition of support, in their USER _ Record , for
a new BIVS , by starting to utilize a new BIVS (BIVS

NEW ) at a step 704 , for example by using it in conjunction

with a function of the SITM system being used (such as to
transmit a SIT to a recipient from an InfoTr system having
a BIVS _ NEW that is not enrolled in the user ' s USER

Record ). At a step 706 , the process 700 generates a BIVS
output that is normally generated during ordinary use of the

BIVS _NEW as UBIV _Data _NEW (such as a template or

image for fingerprint recognition , or iris image capture for
an iris scanner, etc . ) and transmits it to the IBSM system .

[0109 ] In a preferred embodiment of the present invention ,
the process 700 is adaptive and includes optional steps 708
and 710 . If the process 700 is not configured to be adaptive ,
after step 706 , it proceeds to a step 714 . At the step 708 , the
process 700 determines whether the UBIV _ Data _ NEW
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received by the IBSM system meets a predetermined UBIV E _ Threshold of any existing UBIV _ Element in UBIV _
Record . The UBIVE _ Threshold (defined in Table 1) is

representative of the minimum similarity between a submit
ted UBIV _ Data _ NEW and one or more currently stored
UBIV _ Elements that would enable acceptable identity veri
fication of the user by comparing the submitted UBIV

Data _ NEW thatmeets the UBIVE _ Threshold with the clos
Record . The ENROLL _ Policy of the USER _ Record ' s
SECURITY _ Policy preferably stores the UBIVE _ Thresh
est matching existing UBIV _ Element stored in the UBIV _

old . If the UBIV _Data _ NEW meets or exceeds the UBIVE _
Threshold , then , at the step 710 , the process 700 utilizes the
closest matching existing UBIV Element stored in the
UBIV _ Record to verify the user' s identity without forcing
the user to formally enroll the BIVS _ NEW in the USER _
Record . This adaptive approach is advantageous because it
enables users of the novel SITM system to readily utilize

BIVS , which they never formally enrolled , transparently and

“ on -the - fly ” . For example , if the BIVS _ NEW is a new
to the IBSM system is the captured fingerprint image and /or

model of a fingerprint scanner, the UBIV _ Data _NEW sent
template , and the UBIVE _ Threshold is 75 % , then the user

would be able to utilize the BIVS _ NEW for identity veri
fication as long as the process 700 determines that there is
at least a 75 % match between the UBIV _ Data _ NEW and at

least one of the UBIV _ Elements stored in the UBIV _
Record . The process 700 then ends at a step 712.
[0110] If the UBIV _ Data _ NEW is not sufficient to meet
the UBIVE _ Threshold (or if the process 700 is not adap
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(0113 ] Thus, while there have been shown, described and

pointed out fundamental novel features of the invention as
applied to preferred embodiments thereof, it will be under

stood that various omissions , substitutions and changes in

the form and details of the devices and methods illustrated ,

and in their operation , may be made by those skilled in the
art without departing from the spirit of the invention . For

example , it is expressly intended that all combinations of

those elements and /or method steps which perform substan

tially the same function in substantially the same way to

achieve the same results are within the scope of the inven

tion . It is the intention , therefore , to be limited only as
indicated by the scope of the claims appended hereto .

We claim :

1 . A data processing method for biometrically verifying at
least one aspect of a transfer of information between a first

party and a second party , comprising the steps of:
(a ) indicating, by the first party to a centralized biometric
security management system , with which the first and
the second parties have previously registered , that the
second party is an intended recipient of the informa
tion ;

(b ) causing , by the first party utilizing a first information

transfer system , the information to bemade available to

the second party in accordance with a predetermined

security policy configured by the first party , said first

information transfer system comprising a first at least
one biometric identity verification system , selected
from a first plurality of biometric identity verification

TY _ Policy in the USER _ Record . This may be readily done

systems, being in communication with said centralized
biometric security management system , and being
operable to receive and to transmit the information ;
(c ) accessing the information by the second party utilizing

the same system as the BIVS _ NEW , or through other well

second at least one biometric identity verification sys

tive), the process 700 proceeds to the step 714 , at which it
verifies the user ' s identity in accordance with the SECURI

by a security administrator overseeing the process 700 in an
organizational setting , by using another BIVS connected to

known identity verification means ( e. g ., by sending an email
to the registrant 's email address with a verification code , by

a second information transfer system , comprising a

tem selected from a second plurality of biometric

identity verification systems, being in communication

calling and speaking with the registrant, or even by physi

with said centralized biometric security management

Optionally , if the user provided ENROLL _ Data during

system , and operable to receive and transmit the infor
mation ; and

cally mailing a verification code to the registrant' s address ).

process 600 of FIG . 7 , the ENROLL _ Data can be used to
simplify the identity verification during the process 700 , for
example by the user answering one or more predetermined

security questions.

[0111 ] At a step 716 , the process 700 utilizes the standard

BIVS _NEW enrollment procedure to generate a correspond
ing UBIV _ Element_ NEW , and, at a step 718 , stores the

UBIV _ Element_ NEW in the UBIV _ Record , thus enabling

the user to readily utilize the BIVS _ NEW alone or in
conjunction with other previously enrolled BIVS (s).
[ 0112 ] Finally, it should also be noted , that while the
various above - described embodiments of the novel SITM
system provide for securing ( e . g., encrypting ) the transferred

information between the parties, the inventive system and
method may also be readily utilized for sender and/ or

recipient identity verification only, without the transferred
information being secured in any way . This alternate

embodiment of the inventive system and method may be

advantageous for applications where security and control of
access to transferred data is not important, but where veri

fication of identity of the sender and /or of the recipient

accessing the information , is necessary and /or desired .

(d ) verifying, by said centralized biometric security man
agement system in accordance with said predetermined
security policy , an identity of at least one of the first and
second parties to the other party , utilizing a correspond
ing at least one of said at least first, and at least second
biometric identity verification system , wherein at least
a portion of said first plurality of biometric identity
verification systems comprises at least one compatibil

ity difference from at least a portion of said second

plurality of biometric identity verification systems.

2 . The data processing method of claim 1, wherein :
said step (b ) further comprises the step of:
(e ) transmitting the information , by said first informa
tion transfer system to said second information trans
fer system , through a communication link therebe

tween ; and
wherein said step (c) further comprises the step of:
(f) receiving the information , by said second informa
tion transfer system from said first information trans
fer system , through said communication link ther
ebetween .
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3. The data processing method of claim 1 , wherein said
step (b ) further comprises the step of:
(g ) storing the information , in an information storage
system operable to communicate with said second
information transfer system and with said biometric
security management system , through a communica
tion link therebetween ; and

wherein said step (c ) further comprises the step of:

(h ) accessing said stored information , by said second
information transfer system , through said communica
tion link therebetween .
4 . The data processing method of claim 1 , further com
prising the steps of:

(i) prior to said step (b ), securing the information , by

restricting access thereto , in accordance with at least

one access criteria ;

wherein said step (b ) further comprises the step of (j )
providing the second party with access data indicative

of at least one action necessary to meet said at least one

access criteria ; and
(k ) prior to said step (c ) and as a prerequisite for perfor
mance thereof, meeting said at least one access criteria ,
by the second party .
5 . The data processing method of claim 1, wherein each
of the first, and the second parties , comprises at least one of :
at least one individual, and at least one group .
6 . The data processing method of claim 1, further com
prising the steps of:
(1) prior to said step (a ), generating a unique identification
record for each of the first and second parties , by said
centralized biometric security management system ,
comprising the steps of:
( m ) providing, for each of the first and second parties ,
to said centralized biometric security management
system , identification data representative of said
identity thereof;
( n ) providing , for each of the first and second parties to
said centralized biometric security management sys
tem , at least one enrollment biometric identifier
representative of that party ' s at least one biometric

characteristic and acquired therefrom by a corre
sponding one of said at least one first, and said at

least one second biometric identity verification sys
tems; and
(o ) storing, for each of the first and second parties, said

identification data and said at least one enrollment

biometric identifier in said corresponding unique
identification record , wherein each said correspond

ing unique identification record is configured for

storing a plurality of said enrollment biometric iden

tifiers acquired from , respectively said first, and said
second plurality of biometric identification systems.

7. The data processing method of claim 6 , wherein said

step (1) further comprises the step of:

(p ) applying, to each said unique identification record , a
predetermined security policy that manages the utili

zation and modification thereof, in accordance with at

least one predetermined security protocol.
8. The data processing method of claim 6 , further com
prising a step of adaptive biometric identity verification and
system enrollment, comprising the following steps selec

tively performed for each of the corresponding first and

second parties seeking identity verification thereof:

(q ) acquiring , by at least one third biometric identity

verification system from said corresponding party, a
first at least one biometric identifier, wherein said at

least one third biometric identity verification system

comprises at least one of: said first at least one bio
metric identity verification system , said second at least
one biometric identity verification system , and at least

one other biometric identity verification system ;
( r ) providing said first at least one biometric identifier to

said centralized biometric security management sys

tem ;

(s ) comparing, by said centralized biometric security

management system , said first at least one biometric

identifier with said at least one enrollment biometric

identifier of said corresponding party that is stored in

said corresponding unique identification record , in

accordance with at least one predetermined identifica
tion criteria, to verify said identity of the corresponding
party.
9 . The data processing method of claim 8 , wherein said
step (s ) further comprises the step of:
(t) when said first at least one predetermined identification
criteria is notmet, performing said steps (m ) to (o ) for
said corresponding party utilizing said at least one third
biometric identity verification system , to add a corre
sponding additional enrollment biometric identifier to
said corresponding unique identification record of said
corresponding party .
10 . The data processing method of claim 1, wherein said
step (d ) further comprises the step of:
(u ) providing confirmation , by said centralized biometric
security management system , to at least one of the first
and second party, of said verified identity of at least the
other one of the first and second party , as a provider of
the information, in conjunction with the information
being made available to the second party , and / or as a

verified recipient of the information .
11 . The data processing method of claim 6 , wherein said

step (n ) comprises the step of:

(v ) retrieving, by said centralized biometric security man
agement system from a previously generated at least
one enrollment record , at least one previously gener
ated enrollment biometric identifier, for at least one of
the first and second parties, representative of that
party 's at least one biometric characteristic .

12 . The data processing method of claim 11 , further
comprising the steps of:

( w ) prior to said step (c ), securing the information , by
restricting access thereto , in accordance with at least
one access criteria , wherein said at least one criteria ,
comprises a primary access criteria of enabling access
to the information by the second party only upon

successful verification of said identity of the second

party ;

(x ) in conjunction with said step (b ), providing the second
party with access data indicative of at least one action
necessary to meet said at least one access criteria ,

wherein said step (s) further comprises the step of:

(z ) when said identity of the second party is verified at
said step (S ), releasing access to said secured informa

tion to the second party .
13 . The data processing method of claim 12 , further

comprising the steps of:

( aa ) after said step ( w ), storing said at least one access
criteria in said first identification record , such that said
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at least one access criteria may be selectively or auto

matically applied to all subsequent information being

made available by the first party .
14 . The data processing method of claim 6 , wherein said

step (d ) further comprises the step of:
(bb) recording, by said centralized biometric security
management system in at least one of said first and said

second unique identification records, data indicative of

at least a portion of: actions of the first party relating to
performance of said steps (a ) to (d ); actions of the
second party relating to performance of said step ( c ),
results of performance of all steps prior to and includ

ing said step (c ).
15 . The data processing method of claim 6 , comprising

the steps of :
( cc ) after said step (1), providing by the first party to said
centralized biometric security management system , a
first at least one additional enrollment biometric iden

tifier representative of the first party ' s at least one
additional biometric characteristic and acquired there

from by a first at least one other biometric identity

verification system ; and
(dd) storing said first at least one additional enrollment
biometric identifier in said first unique identification
record .
16 . The data processing method of claim 6 , comprising

the steps of:
(ee ) after said step (1), providing by the second party to

said centralized biometric security management sys
tem , a second at least one additional enrollment bio
metric identifier representative of the second party ' s at
least one additional biometric characteristic and
acquired therefrom by a second at least one other

biometric identity verification system ; and
( ff ) storing said second at least one additional enrollment
biometric identifier in said second unique identification

record .

17 . The data processing method of claim 1 , wherein each

of said first and said second information transfer systems is
selected from a group of: at least one computer, and at least

one mobile communication device , and wherein the infor

mation comprises at least one of: text, image , audio , video ,
transactional information , instrument readings, sensor read

ings , link to other information , biometric information , and
executable program instructions.

18 . The data processing method of claim 1 , wherein said

at least one compatibility difference comprises at least one

of: a different biometric system type , a different biometric

system model, and a different biometric system manufac

turer .

19 . The data processing method of claim 1 , further

comprising the steps of:
(gg) prior to said step (a ), determining , by the first party,
said predetermined security policy, and
(hh ) storing said security policy by said centralized bio
metric security system ; and
( ii ) thereafter, selectively configuring, by the first party ,

said predetermined security policy.
a transfer of information between a first party and a second
party , comprising the steps of :
(a ) indicating, by the first party to a centralized biometric
20 . A data processing method for biometrically securing

security management system , with which each of the
first and the second parties have previously registered

by each providing a corresponding first and second
plurality of enrollment biometric identifiers each
obtained by utilization of at least a portion of a plurality
of biometric identity verification systems that may be
utilized by each of the corresponding first and second
parties , that the second party is an intended recipient of
the information ;
(b ) causing, by the first party utilizing a first information

transfer system , comprising a first at least one biomet
ric identity verification system selected from said plural
biometric identity verification systems, being in com

munication with said centralized biometric security
management system , and operable to selectively

secure, receive and transmit the information , the

secured information to be made available to the second
party in accordance with a predetermined security
policy ;

(c ) accessing the secured information by the second party
utilizing a second information transfer system , com
prising a second at least one biometric identity verifi

cation system selected from said plural biometric iden
tity verification systems, being in communication with

said centralized biometric security management sys

tem , and operable to selectively secure , receive and
transmit the information ; and

( d ) when said centralized biometric security management

system utilizing said second at least one biometric
identity verification system , verifies an identity of the
second party as said intended recipient, allowing
access, by the verified second party to the secured
information .

